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SCIENCE

hether we are imagining microbes or mammoths, dinosaurs or
diatoms, molecules or stars, people of all ages are fascinated
with the very large and the very small. Our interest is piqued as
we try to imagine the world from a very diﬀerent perspective—
for example, looking up at the world through the eyes of an ant or looking
down from the height of a dinosaur. New technologies have enabled scientists
to investigate extremes of science previously unknown. Since the development
of the telescope nearly 400 years ago we can explore vast worlds beyond our
human perception. At the small scale, new advances in microscopy now enable
us to manipulate and experiment with individual atoms and molecules. Some
of the most striking new developments in science occur at the extreme ranges
of scale—the very large (galactic) and the very small (nanoscale). In presenting
these new and exciting scientific topics, the teacher faces the additional challenge of introducing the daunting concepts of scale over vast ranges.
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Why Scale and Scaling?

An understanding of scale and scaling eﬀects is of central importance to a
scientific understanding of the world. Advances in diverse areas such as astrophysics, chemistry, biotechnology, nanoscience, geography, and sociology
depend on being able to conceptualize diﬀerent scales, as well as the eﬀects
and laws of nature that apply to each system scale. Most scientific problems
cannot be approached without first appreciating the scale of the situation to
be investigated. Though scale has always been central in science, an argument can be made that within the currents of scientific thought, it has never
been more important than it is right now. A new appreciation of complexity
or complex systems has taken hold in all areas of science, from supercon-
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ductivity to schooling phenomena in fish, from weather modeling to research
on human consciousness (Gallagher and Appenzeller 1999). In 1972, Nobel
laureate physicist P. W. Anderson wrote an editorial in Science titled “More
Is Diﬀerent” in which he described the concept of “emergent phenomena”
(Anderson 1972). As the title suggests, Anderson articulated the idea that completely new rules emerge as the scale of a system changes. In the decades since,
this simple yet new idea has influenced all areas of science. This new focus
in scientific thinking is driven by advances in scientific technologies such as
advanced microscopy and supercomputing, among many others, which have
allowed us to access new regimes of scale, to amass huge amounts of data,
and to map out systems at a level of detail unimaginable even 20 or 30 years
ago. It has also, as Anderson prophetically pointed out in his essay, encouraged an ever-strengthening movement toward cross disciplinarity in science.
In this sense, the theme of scaling eﬀects and complex phenomena has acted
to bridge disciplines in the world of scientific research in much the same way
as the American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) recommends for K–12 science education.
Scaling conceptions are one of four recommended unifying themes in the
AAAS Project 2061 Benchmarks for Science Literacy (1993). Understandings
of unifying themes such as scaling may serve as a solid framework for students
to anchor further learning in a variety of disciplines and allow them to make
cross-curricular connections among seemingly disparate topics. Table 1 shows
the big ideas about scale that are recommended across the curriculum.
The U.S. science and mathematics curricula have been criticized as lacking coherence (AAAS 1989; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
[NCTM] 2000; National Research Council [NRC] 1996; National Science
Teachers Association [NSTA] 1993). The claim that “the present curricula in
science and mathematics are overstuﬀed and undernourished” (AAAS 1989,
p. 14) eﬀectively captures a view of the present state of most science curricula in the United States. This lack of coherence is not only a weak point in
many science curricula, but also a stumbling block to eﬀective science learning: “The typical U.S. science program discourages real learning not only in
its overemphasis on facts, but in its very structure, which inhibits students from
making important connections between facts” (NSTA 1993, p. 2).
That lack of coherence may contribute to the underdevelopment of a scientifically literate citizenry able to understand how scientific ways of thinking
contribute to our society. An international comparison conducted during the
Third International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) reported that
the splintering and fractionalization of U.S. science and mathematics curricula are also evident in comparison with those of other countries around the
globe (Schmidt, McKnight, and Raizen 1997).
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Numerous reform groups
TABLE 1.
have recommended the use
Benchmarks for Science Literacy:
of big, overarching, unifying
Concepts of Scale
themes to combat the lack of
curricular coherence and help
What students should know by the end of
students weave a fabric of unGrade 2: Things have very different sizes, weights,
derstanding from the many
ages, and speeds.
components of a science and
Grade
5: Things have limits on how big or small they can
mathematics education (AAAS
be.
1989; NCTM 2000; NRC
Grade 5: The biggest and smallest values are as
1996; NSTA 1993). Rather
revealing as the usual value.
than representing specific conGrade 8: Properties depend on volume change out of
tent knowledge within specific
proportion to properties that depend on area.
disciplines, these themes repGrade 8: As the complexity of a system increases,
resent scientifically useful ways
summaries and typical examples are increasingly
of thinking about our world
important.
and society. Such unifying
Grade 12: Representing large and small numbers in
themes not only cross tradipowers of ten makes it easier to think about and
tional disciplinary boundaries,
compare things.
but also develop over the entire
Grade 12: Large changes in scale change the way that
things work.
course of a K–12 education.
Thus these themes need to
Grade 12: As the parts of a system increase in number,
the number of interactions increases much more
be well articulated across age
rapidly.
groups, as well as across specific disciplinary content, to faSummarized from Benchmarks for Science Literacy
cilitate the growth of students’
(AAAS 1993, pp. 277–279).
knowledge as a rich fabric of
understanding rather than isolated bits and pieces of knowledge. For example, an understanding of scale
can bridge gaps and provide a framework for concepts in mathematics (e.g.,
number sense, fractions), geography (e.g., landmass, populations), or Earth science (energy use).

Emerging Nanoscale Developments

A look at just one aspect of scale—nanoscale—shows a need to educate the
public about the rapid developments in nanotechnology. The National Science
Foundation (NSF), along with 17 other agencies and departments in the National Nanotechnology Initiative, has identified a need to educate students and
citizens about advances in the nanoscale sciences. Innovations and changes in
nanotechnology are happening very rapidly, and some scientists speculate that
nanotechnology will replace genomics as the next scientific revolution. The
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NSF has committed more than $100 million for nanotechnology research centers, undergraduate education programs, and nanoscale science and education. From the federal level, there is a tremendous demand for students who
can fill jobs in nanoscale science and an even greater demand for an educated
citizenry that can participate in the decisions that will arise from advances in
nanotechnology. Already students can buy clothes in stores that are covered
with “nanocare” stain-resistant technology, nanocarbon balls are being sold to
keep refrigerators odor free, and nanoscale channels sample glucose levels in
small diabetic monitors. Citizens may soon be asked to make decisions about
injectable, nanometer-sized blood monitors that will float in the bloodstream,
or the potential release of nano-sized pollution scrubbers into the atmosphere,
or whether we should use nanotechnology to rearrange atoms in designing
molecules. If people don’t know how small a nanometer is (10-9 meters) and
cannot conceptualize the scale of materials of this size, how can they begin
to make decisions about the eﬃcacy and ethics of the emerging technologies?
Scaling eﬀects are often complex, and teaching scaling eﬀects is a particular
challenge for educators. For example, at the smallest of scales, counterintuitive
properties emerge. Along with extensive properties such as mass, volume,
and surface area, properties normally thought of as intensive, such as color,
conductivity, magnetization, and hardness, change as an object becomes small
and approaches the nanometer scale. The color of semiconductor quantum
dots can be changed continuously by altering nothing but the size of the
particle (Bruchez et al. 1998). If made small enough, a magnetic iron particle
will completely lose its magnetism (Majetich and Jin 1999). Individual silicon
nanospheres between 40 and 100 nanometers in size exhibit much greater
hardness than bulk silicon (Gerberich et al. 2003). At this scale, nature has
diﬀerent rules, some of which are beautiful and unexpected.
At the nanoscale, properties of objects are dramatically diﬀerent from
those at the macroscale. These properties include bumpiness: Things tend
to be bumpy rather than smooth. “Bumpiness” not only refers to geometrical
bumpiness but also includes bumpiness in the magnetic, electronic, optical,
and mechanical properties. Stickiness takes over at the nanoscale, and everything sticks together; gravity is irrelevant. At this scale relevant forces include the van der Waals forces, hydrogen bonding, and hydrophobic bonding.
For very tiny objects at the nanoscale, shakiness dominates; everything shivers and shakes, and nothing stands still.

Size and Scale

The influence of scaling eﬀects on size acts as a limiting factor for many flora
and fauna (Stevens 1976; Brown and West 2000). The recent discovery of the
dime-sized world’s smallest lizard highlights an example of scaling eﬀects determining a physiological lower size limit for such an animal. As the biologist
who discovered it remarked, “If we don’t provide a moist environment when
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we collect them, they rapidly shrivel right up and die by evaporation from the
proportionally large area of their surface” (NSF 2002, p. 14). At an intersection of biology, chemistry, and physics, gecko setae—the millions of tiny hairs
that branch oﬀ the toes of a gecko—provide enough adhesive force for geckos
to climb virtually anything using van der Waals forces. These forces become
significant only at very small scales, and that is why the small size of the setae
is vital for the gecko’s climbing ability. Scientists have nanofabricated artificial
setal tips from diﬀerent materials and observed the strong adhesive properties
that are due to their size and shape, potentially leading to the manufacture
of the first dry adhesive microstructures (Autumn et al. 2002). As Thompson
writes about scaling eﬀects in his classic work On Magnitude, “The predominant
factors are no longer those of our [human] scale; we have come to the edge
of a world of which we have no experience, and where all our preconceptions
must be recast” (Thompson 1917/1961, p.48).

Limits to Size
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Humans have long been curious about creatures of minuscule or gargantuan
extremes of size, as is evident in the themes of many movies and books. Could
a person shrink to the size of an ant and survive? Could a butterfly grow to the
size of an airplane? Why or why not? Answers to these questions and many
others that students ponder can be illuminated through investigating limits to
size. Limits to the size of physical structures, especially that of living organisms,
are influenced by factors such as surface tension, gravity, allometry (diﬀering
growth rates), diﬀusion, support structures (i.e., bones), and surface area-tovolume ratios. These limits to size can be applied at the cellular level or to
the whole organism. The same factors that limit the size of a cell also limit
the size of the organism. Body temperature regulation, metabolism, uptake of
nutrients, disposal of waste products, cell growth, enzymatic activity, and bone
structure/length are all scale dependent.
An animal’s mass and the stress on its bones must also be considered. Structural support for our bodies (bones) cannot be scaled up to the size of a skyscraper and still function properly. For example, imagine holding down one end
of a meterstick on the edge of a table. The stick will remain almost straight,
bending only very slightly by its own weight, even if cantilevered out most of
its length. If we simply scale a meter stick up 200 times, so that it is 200 m long
and perhaps 1.0 m thick, this scaled-up version will break under its own weight
if most of its length is cantilevered and unsupported. Simply put, the larger
the mechanical supports, the more they distort under their own weight, even
if scaled proportionally. So an organism’s bones, if scaled to large enough size,
would simply break under their own weight. Even though larger land animals
have thicker leg and arm bones in proportion to their body size, there is a certain body size above which bones become too weak to support the body.
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Limits to size and surface area-to-volume ratios obviously play a role in
processes occurring in living things. These relationships play a role in physical
and chemical reactions that occur as well. The dominant forces and types of
bonding may shift as one’s investigations move from the macroscale to the
nanoscale. Rates of chemical reactions also change depending on surface
area-to-volume relationships.
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Dealing comfortably with large and small numbers and appreciating the
absolute and relative scales of those numbers are essential skills not only in
the sciences but in any endeavor where quantitative evaluation is important. A
goal of this book is to help students develop those skills through quantitative
exploration of groups of numbers that are particularly interesting (the fastest
animals, the tallest buildings) and particularly important (the populations of
the largest cities, the population of the entire earth, the age of the Earth).
Exploring these concepts not only provides an interesting context in which
to practice quantitative manipulations and comparisons, but also provides
content knowledge for students in subjects of scientific, social, political, and
economic importance. In the context of populations, developing a quantitative
conceptualization of the absolute scale of national and world populations will
undoubtedly come in handy as the students start wrestling with social and
political issues including globalization, economics, and environmentalism.
Developing an understanding of absolute time scales and benchmarks (from
human and historical time scales to geological and evolutionary time scales)
will inform and greatly enhance students’ understanding of subjects as varied
as history, geology, and evolution.
It is also crucial for students to gain an understanding of the appropriate
degree of precision for discussing quantitative information and to recognize
the power and utility of estimation. For example, there are between 6 billion
and 7 billion people currently living on Earth. Knowing that there are 6.62
billion is of little additional utility in most contexts and can in fact imply greater precision than is appropriate (by they time you read this it might be 6.63 billion). Exercises providing students practice in the art of rough estimation, or
“order of magnitude” estimates of quantities in question, will help them gain
comfort with the habit of quantitative thinking while simultaneously familiarizing them with the size of important numbers that describe their world. The
numbers that describe our world cover a mind-boggling spectrum of magnitudes; identifying the correct scale is the essential first step. A student with the
skill to make an educated guess at the magnitude or scale of a problem can
reach into her toolbox and pick the proper ruler.
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